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Lacquerware Journeys includes rare examples of lacquerware never - before documented which

are complemented by beautiful illustrations.This book is indispensible for the collector as well as a

beautiful introduction for those new to lacquerware.It includes the first ever publishing of local

masters and names&#39; and locality of productionLacquerware Journeys focuses on unpublished

tribal and regional lacquerware from previously inaccessible or remote areas of Burma. The author

and photography team spent five years between 2005 - 2010 researching and traveling to visit

peoples such as the Gadu-Ganan in Sagaing division, in order to find the most beautiful and rare

lacquerware. Betel boxes and miniature wooden soon-okes (meal carriers) in plain black or red

color are found within an area as large as five thousand square miles east to west between

Banmauk and Homalin.Other shapes are almost impossible to find, except for a few pieces

transported from other regions in the last century or in recent decades. In addition, new research

from Lower Burma focuses on and provides detailed information on the lacquerware masters of this

region and their workshops. The lacquerware of Rakhine state on the west coast of Burma, its

masters, their names and localities of their production are also published for the first time.
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Lacquer work has always fascinated me. The different quality offered by the different South East

Asian countries, the use of not only black, but red and browns, application on horse hair and wood

etc. all give lacquer the exotic touch. This book covers the different style of Burmese lacquer work

and one sees the difference from the Burmese to the ones from Vietnam, Laos, Thailand and China.



Great reference book

It was visually beautiful and very informative - many of these items will never be seen by most of us

- i hope there is a museum out there preserving these wonderful items for a craft that will disappear

in time - now that Myanamar has opened its doors to the outside world. Love it.

Really superb book,the new lacquer ware bible.after collecting lacquer ware for 20 years I can finally

learn something about my pieces.if you collect lacquer or have an interest in Burmese art and craft

you need this book. A joy to read with great photos and illustrations,thank you Than Htun.

Very good and complete text with a professional approach to these almost unknown works of

art.Superb photographs. This book can't miss in a liibrary of art books.
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